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Founded in 1993, ALT is a small UK-based independent educational charity and professional and scholarly association, with over 900 individual members and over 200 organisational and sponsoring members. ALT’s charitable object is “to advance education through increasing, exploring and disseminating knowledge in the field of learning technology for the benefit of the general public”​[1]​. One of the ways in which ALT works to achieve this object is through running webinars, making sessions within ALT events and workshops available in real time, and publishing recordings of sessions from ALT events.
1b. Purpose of this RFP
This RFP invites existing sponsoring members of ALT (to whom the call is restricted) to make proposals to ALT for the supply of webinar, webcasting, and event-recording and publishing services.  

The purpose of the RFP is to help respondents summarise their offering(s) in a way that will enable ALT to select a supplier and to decide on the arrangements from mid 2012 onwards for two to three years, and under what terms, and which will act as the cornerstone for a fair and open process for suppliers. 
1c. Previous and current arrangements 
Until the end of 2010 ALT used Elluminate as its webinar platform and for webcasting from and to support remote participation in sessions at the annual ALT conference. Alongside this, ALT recorded keynote and invited speaker sessions at the ALT conference, making the latter available on the ALT not for profit YouTube channel at http://www.youtube.com/clipsfromalt (​http:​/​​/​www.youtube.com​/​clipsfromalt​). During 2011 ALT has used Blackboard Collaborate as its webinar platform, and Adobe Connect to support its larger events (including the June 2011 Lecture Capture conference and ALT-C 2011). ALT has continued to record conference keynote and invited speaker sessions separately.
2.	Requirements
Our main requirements for 2012 and beyond – in the form of an indicative list​[2]​ – are for the following webinar, webcasting, and event-recording and publishing-related services:
1.	A hosted service for ALT to use to run webinars with up to 100 participants (but generally far fewer than this), with scope to increase the number of seats on an ad hoc basis by prior agreement with the supplier. Currently ALT runs about 30 such webinars per year.
2.	A vendor-supported service for recording and webcasting large events (and in particular ALT’s “flagship” annual conference ALT-C), with the facility to restrict access to the webcasts to authorised individuals who may have been required to pay to participate. 
3.	A largely unsupported service for recording and webcasting smaller events, with the facility to restrict access to the webcasts to authorised individuals who may have been required to pay to participate. 
4.	Practical and flexible scope for integration with ALT’s own event-booking system (based on CiviCRM) so that a booking made on our system can be seamlessly instantiated within the supplier’s webinar/webcasting system(s) with out the need for different log-in credentials to be issued to bookers.
5.	The facility to export recordings in agreed audio and video file formats such that they can be used independently from the vendor’s own software; for further post-production, for instance, or for uploading to ALT’s not-for-profit YouTube channel.​[3]​ 
6.	Webinars and webcasts to be functional and accessible from a wide range of user contexts (device, operating system, browser, bandwidth).
7.	Selective control of published elements of event recordings, e.g. audio/video/VGA; audio/video only; audio/VGA only; removal of chat element from webinar recordings. 
8.	Real-time and recorded audio of consistently high quality, having regard for constraints such as those relating to the (lack of) availability of bandwidth.
9.	Real-time and recorded video of consistently high quality, having regard for constraints such as those relating to the (lack of) availability of bandwidth. 
10.	Both webinar and webcasting to support input, broadcast and recording from multiple sources, to include: audio, video (component, composite, HDMI), PC desktop output (VGA, DVI).
11.	Output formats that are suitable for uploading to YouTube or equivalent, with minimum and easy post-event processing, and without undue deterioration in video quality or noticeable deterioration in audio quality, and with scope easily to add ALT idents and copyright and other information (such as metadata).
12.	Scope to use the service (possibly with some reduction in output quality) in a “lightweight” way, for example if ALT decides to record and/or stream live several or even all of the parallel streams at the ALT conference, in which case the costs of the supported service referred to above would be excessive for ALT or the vendor to bear.
13.	A mechanism for the navigation of the recorded content such as thumbnail or automatically generated chapter links with the ability to manually add/modify such links in the post-production phase.
14.	In addition to the above requirements, respondents should provide a statement on the following:






3a. Contact information 
Please direct any questions concerning this RFP to webcast@alt.ac.uk (​mailto:webcast@alt.ac.uk​), as soon as possible and by no later than midnight GMT on 25/10/2011. 

A response to all questions asked will be made public by ALT on 2/11/2011 at http://goo.gl/yQosx (​http:​/​​/​goo.gl​/​yQosx​)  with the identity of the individual or organisation posing the question obscured. 

In exceptional circumstances we will accept questions and provide answers to all confirmed bidders in the period between 25/10/2011 and 21/11/2011, that is, two working days before the submission deadline, but we hope to avoid this.

For a confidential discussion concerning the RFP please arrange to speak to: 
Name	Seb Schmoller, Chief Executive





3b. Timetable for decision making
ALT would very much appreciate early notification of your intention to respond, ideally by 2/11/2011, to webcast@alt.ac.uk (​mailto:webcast@alt.ac.uk​). This is particularly important for the distribution of responses to any “late questions”, (see 3a above) which will most easily be done using email.

The deadline for response to this RFP is 17.30 GMT on 23/11/2011, to webcast@alt.ac.uk (​mailto:webcast@alt.ac.uk​). ALT reserves the right to consider responses submitted after this deadline, but does not promise to do so. To assist us in scoring responses please also send 5 hard copies of your response by post, marked “Webcast RFP response for the attention of Anna Davidge” to our Oxford Office, to arrive by no later than first post on Wednesday 23/11/2011. (We will deem the electronic copy to be the definitive version.)

The remainder of the planned timetable is summarised in the table below.

Event	Key dates
1. RFP issued 	12/10/2011
2. Confirmation of your intention to respond	Ideally by 2/11/2011
3. Questions concerning the RFP	Midnight GMT 25/10/2011
4. ALT responses to questions	2/11/2011
5. Response deadline 	17.30 GMT 23/11/2011
6. Target date for review of responses	12/12/2011
7. Target week for face-to-face or telephone interviews (if undertaken), and decision as to preferred supplier	Wb 9/1/2012
8. Negotiating terms of agreement	Wb 16/1/2012
9. Latest final commencement date	1/3/2012
3c. Heading structure for proposals
Except where your proposal clearly indicates otherwise we would expect that relevant sections of a successful bidder’s proposal to be incorporated into the arrangements that we agree with the selected supplier.

We suggest the following heading structure for your proposal:
1.	Executive summary
2.	How any or all of the headline requirements detailed in 2 will be met​[4]​.
3.	Any unique offerings that would set you apart from other respondents and which have not been addressed under 2 above.
4.	A clear summary of your costs, of any discounts you are willing to provide to ALT, and/or of any financial support that you will provide to ALT in recognition of the exposure that your organisation and its services will obtain within our community and more widely through our use of your solution(s)​[5]​​[6]​. 
5.	Supplier Overview (using the template that forms Appendix A of this RFP). 
3d. Evaluation and award process
Any decisions resulting from this RFP will be made solely on the basis of how well and how cost-effectively overall the supplier can meet the requirements in the RFP. However, as yet no weightings to the various components have been defined as they are not independent. Instead an overall fit is required.

ALT reserves the right to:
	reject any or all proposals and discontinue this RFP process without obligation or liability to any potential supplier;




Appendix A – Supplier overview 
Name of organisation	
Company registration number or equivalent, and the location of your main office	
Name, designation, time-zone and contact details of person submitting this proposal	
The names of three organisations that have similar requirements to ALT for whom you have provided comparable services and, for each, contact details for a suitably senior representative individual whom we can approach for a reference, together with confirmation from you that you have obtained his or her agreement to provide us with a reference if approached. Please also provide, for each, one or more URLs from which we can review the output quality of your service(s).	1
	2
	3
Your annual turnover in each of the last three complete financial years	Year 1
	Year 2
	Year 3
Details of your professional indemnity and other relevant insurance	











^1	  Web site: http://www.alt.ac.uk/ (last accessed 23/9/2011); ALT 2011-2014 Strategy: http://repository.alt.ac.uk/880/ (last accessed 23/9/2011).
^2	  We have chosen to provide an indicative list because the importance of each of the items on the list is likely to vary somewhat depending on the arrangements that are agreed. 
^3	  We would expect this same “platform independent” approach to apply in the event that at a later date we change suppliers.
^4	  We do not rule out deciding to work with more than one supplier, depending on the services offered. For example we might separate webinar provision from webcasting.
^5	  Financial support – which is open to negotiation – may be provided in a range of ways. For example: sponsorship of the ALT Learning Technologist of the Year Award; sponsorship for Research in Learning Technology – the Journal of the Association for Learning Technology; sponsorship of the ALT conference.
^6	  Here is an example of how we currently acknowledge support a current supplier’s provision of support for a webinar “Our thanks are due to ALT sponsoring member Blackboard Collaborate for providing access to the collaboration platform Elluminate Live! to support the delivery of this webinar.” We take it as read that similar acknowledgements will be made in respect of services made available under the arrangements which flow from this RFP.
